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Holiday Thank You Food Bank
Our Generous Communityby Elaine Gooderham

by Janette FergusonHopefully, you have kept well and have enjoyed 
the holidays however you managed to celebrate. 
I am excited to begin 2021 and hope that it brings 
a fresh start to all. 

On behalf of the staff of the gatehouse, I would 
like to thank all of you for the incredible gifts we 
received. We are feeling sincerely blessed to be 
working in a community that is so generous. It is 
gratifying to know the work we do is appreciated.

Personally, I was feeling very emotionally over-
whelmed by your gifts. I cannot express enough 
how much they are appreciated. I love this com-
munity and love working here. All of you are 
absolutely wonderful and it is a pleasure getting to 
know you as you walk or drive by the gatehouse. 
I look forward to seeing you through the coming 
year and enjoying more quick chats. And, of course 
the puppy pal love that I get is awesome too! 

Be well, stay safe and have a fantastic 2021.

Sincerely, thank you.
Elaine, Alyssia, Khalid, Michael and Shane.

Once again 55 and 85 The Boardwalk Way came 
through, with 13 boxes of non-perishable items 
for our local food bank. I am proud to be part of 
YRSCC 921. Thank you to all who participated.

The Lamps
That Shine by Night
by Linda Atkinson

I think we need some darkness 
So that we can see the gleams
Of tiny lamps that thread the night
With promise, hope and dreams.

We surely need the darkness,
For if all of life were bright,
We might not see the beauty 
Of the lamps that shine by night.
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The first month of 2021 has come and gone. How 
did you enjoy 2020? The new year is being wel-

comed by many with hope that it will be different 
from the last. The new year is an opportunity to start 
over and anticipate the best that is yet to come.

I took the opportunity to make a resolution 
at the beginning of this year. After starting an 
exercise program last year and achieving my goaIs, 
I slacked off a bit at the end of the year. My 
resolution was to get back to exercising. However, 
being a natural procrastinator, I haven’t started 
yet. I have convinced myself that I haven’t broken my resolution 
because I haven’t started. I’m sure that if I start and then stop, I will 
have broken my resolution. That’s my story and I’m sticking to it.

A better example of keeping a resolution is found in the story 
“A Rewarding Resolution” by Lakeview’s Assistant Editor, Linda 
Atkinson. It is a good example of how resolutions should work. 
Thanks for your good example Linda.

The activity calendar in Swan Lake Village is quite bare these 
days. The clubhouses are closed and unavailable for any activi-
ties or meetings. This means that there are few events to report 
on in Lakeview. One group, however, has managed to adapt. 
The Men’s Bridge Club has moved online. Bruce McIntyre writes 
about this transition.

There may not be events in the village, but there are 
“Happenings.” You will find a couple of these anecdotes in this 
issue, one about Elaine in the gatehouse and another about a 
holiday “Happening.”

Lakeview asked for some of your examples of “The Best 
and the Worst.” Read Bob Maclean’s winning story about 
making toasted marshmallow ice cream. Other examples 
are found in the magazine as well. Look for this symbol.

There are many regular contributors to Lakeview. A new series 
starting in this issue is “Who’s Who in Lakeview.” Bill Armstrong 
and Art McDonald are featured. This will be continued in coming 
issues and will highlight those who contribute to Lakeview in 
different ways, not just writers. 

Regular features and information are part of every issue. Friends 
of Swan Lake provide an update. There is some information about 
the Swan Lake website. Judi McIntyre writes about The Markham 
Arts Council. Paul Howard has started a column about wine. There 
are a couple of book reviews and Vida Bridgeman has shared 
another old movie favourite.

Enjoy the magazine and stay well.

Table of Contents From the Editor...

Gary
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Covers
Front cover: A frequent visitor to Swan Lake Village shared a photo 
of her “grandpuppy” with a friend who resides here. 

Charlie loves her early morning walks. On the first day of 
December, she posed obligingly for this picture. Its contributor, 
Carole Bray, could never have foreseen that Charlie would become 
a Lakeview cover girl.

Back cover: A beautiful winter moment. Within a minute of the 
sun dropping below the horizon, Don Fowler captures the early 
evening sky over Swan Lake.

On behalf of the Lakeview Board, I would like to 
extend thanks to those responsible for so many 

important contributions to Lakeview.
Thanks to those of you who have sent in amazing 

material throughout the year: stories, pictures, 
anecdotes, information, poems, quizzes and travelogues. 

Thanks to our proofreaders: Vida Bridgeman who 
has written extensively for the magazine from its very first issue; Maureen 
Bachetti, whose writing skills have been featured in many articles and 
poems; Mary Carr, who shared her story and love of music in a Lakeview 
article: Lindy Deckert whose talents have been displayed in a feature about 
The Palette Club and who was a winner in our limerick competition; and 
Jim Lyle, who provided, not only a sample of his painting prowess, but also 
suggestions and guidance for the article on The Palette Club.

Thanks to the distribution team who make sure that, five times a year, 
every residence in Swan Lake receives a copy of Lakeview magazine. 
Brian Slater, the “Captain,” efficiently organizes the routes, sorts, labels and 
delivers the issues to the delivery team members for distribution to their 
routes. The current team consists of Mary Jo Turner, Marie Hogan, Hans 
and Gudrun Schulz, May Annamunthodo, Cindy Knowles, Ann Turner, Dave 
McGinnis, Barb and Tony De Byl, Cae Lyons, Norm and Irma Smith, Lindy 
Deckert, Marg and John Chapman, Art Brown, Joan Redmond, Dorothy 
Young, George and Adriana Visintin, Herman Tai, Vivienne and Gord Sweezey, 
Bob and Joan Embury, Christine and Dieter Bressel and Rita Pardatscher.

In addition to each residence receiving a copy, Marilyn Patterson 
delivers copies to our “retired” residents, now living at Amica Swan Lake 
and Chartwell Rouge Valley.

And of course, a very big thank you to Nancy Susko of Key Cursor who 
handles the production for us, never complains about our last minute 
tweaks and changes and goes above and beyond to ensure the magazine 
gets printed and delivered on schedule.

Even though we have been through, and are still going through, such 
difficult times, we all share in the enjoyment of Lakeview and appreciate 
the way it brings everyone together.

I can’t wait to learn of the many more experiences that must have come 
from lockdown and the ways we have been coping. Hopefully, it won’t be 
too long before we can return to something like normal. In the meantime, 
stay safe and thank you.

Sincerely, Audrey Buckeridge

From the Lakeview Chair



Mark Petit
Chair, VAC
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Doug Fleming
President, YRSCC 1217

YRSCC 1217 Board
By all accounts 2020 was a very 
challenging year. Many activities 
at the village needed to be 
cancelled or deferred. Thankfully, 
your Board of Directors has 
continued to function.  

The pandemic necessitated 
that an in-person AGM would 
not be possible. The manage-
ment office assisted the board  
in communicating necessary 
information to the residents. We 

were able to report, to answer queries and to elect a 
new slate of directors.

Before introducing the 2021 Board it is important 
to recognize three departing members. Doug Ack-
hurst (Chair of VAC), George Visintin (Treasurer) and 
Terry Lips (President) made significant contributions 
to the residents of Swan Lake. The experience and 
wisdom provided by these three gentlemen will be 
missed. But, be reassured that all three have offered 
to help the new board if circumstances arise. That 
gives us great comfort. Thank you for your service.

A note regarding our Treasurer:  There isn’t any-
one on the new board who is interested in taking on 
the role that our long-time treasurer, George Visintin, 
held for the last nine years. Thankfully, for the short 
term, George offered to continue performing the 
treasurer’s duties in an ex-officio capacity. Conse-
quently, the board appointed him to the ex-officio 
role with the understanding that he manages the 
financials, does not attend meetings (except to 
present financial reports) and does not have a vote. 

The board is pleased to welcome four new mem-
bers each of whom will provide valuable experience 
and skill sets. We welcome Mark Petit (educator); 
Marjolyn Prichard (public health); Harold Cipin (con-
dominium management); Bill Dewberry (business 

owner). Importantly, all four new board members 
are team players who will complement the “hands-
on,” action orientated philosophy of the YRSCC 1217 
Board.  We are very fortunate to have such qualified 
individuals join our Board of Directors.

Village Amenities Committee
In 2021 there will be a significant 
change at VAC. After 10 years of 
service Doug Ackhurst decided 
to retire. He definitely deserves 
all of the accolades he has 
received for serving the village 
so well. Also, a big thank you 
should go to Doug’s wife, Muriel, 
who served as VAC’s recording 
secretary for 10 years.

Mark Petit will be the new 
Chair of VAC. Needless to say, 

Mark has very big shoes to fill, but he’s not worried 
because Doug has offered to help out whenever 
needed. In fact, Doug has already been appointed as 
the first ever VAC historian.

We would like to thank Judith Ridley for service as 
the VAC representative for Condo Board 933. In her 
place we welcome Quinto Bachetti who was recently 
elected to the 933 Board.

Looking ahead, your board and VAC are optimistic 
that the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic will be 
minimized. We are hopeful that our village will get 
back to some sense of normality. Our focus will be:

(i)    Safely re-opening clubhouses and amenities

(ii)    Communicating regularly via the website, eblasts 
and newsletters

(iiI)   Executing an aggressive plan to update and 
improve our properties (i.e. landscaping, decks, 
windows, interlock, etc). 

These are difficult times. Your board is committed 
to do everything possible to improve resident 
satisfaction, maximize the value of your homes, keep 
everyone safe, ensuring that Swan Lake Village is a 
fantastic place to live. c

Condo Board Updates
by Doug Fleming

Doug Fleming, President
Millie Seguin, Vice President,
   Chair of Alterations and Communications Committees
Treasurer Ex-Officio, George Visintin
Carolyn Whitaker, Secretary and
   Co-Chair Landscaping Committee

The YRSCC 1217 2021 Board of Directors

Jacqui Stein, Co-Chair Landscaping Committee
Mark Petit, Chair VAC
Bill Dewberry, Co-Chair Maintenance
Harold Cipin, Co-Chair Maintenance
Bev Stewart, Co-Chair Tree Committee
Marjolyn Pritchard, Co-Chair Tree Committee
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continued on next page...

In the late 1980s, it was well docu-
mented that the aging of the Baby 

Boomers was going to put an 
immeasurable strain on the health-
care system, resulting in a decrease 
in societal commitment to the elderly.

At that time, as a registered nurse, 
studying gerontology at Ryerson and 
training personal support workers, 
then called “homemakers,” and sit-
ting on the board of directors of an 
agency providing care at home for 
seniors, I was aware of the growing 
need to ration health care resources.

I was a volunteer at my church 
but believed that as a staff person 
I would have more credibility to address the 
needs of older people. I wrote a proposal for a 
“nurse in a church” position and was then hired 
for the job.

Because I was creating a nursing role that did 
not yet exist in Canada, it was critical to adopt 
a set of ethics to be guiding principles. I used 
the Code of Ethics established by the Canadian 
Nursing Association which stated that primary 
structures to ethical practice include choice, 
dignity, confidentiality, justice and accountability.

A quotation by Albert Camus (Nobel Prize, 
Literature 1957) spoke to me. “Don’t walk in 
front of me; I may not follow. Don’t walk behind 
me; I may not lead. Just walk beside me and be 
my friend.”

I selected Walking Alongside as my motto. 
For me it encapsulated the ethics of nursing 
practice: treating people with respect and 
dignity while encouraging and supporting 
autonomy and independence in decision mak-
ing. I pictured two people walking over rugged 
terrain, side by side, with one lending a hand 
when the other loses balance.

Around the same time as I 
pioneered parish nursing in Canada, 
Rev. Granger Westburg began a 
similar movement in the USA. We 
both identified the need for a healing 
ministry in a faith community.

My practice included listening, 
education, advocacy, connecting 
people with community resources, 
health promotion, helping people 
understand the link between faith 
and health, and walking with them 
through grief.

There was a team of lay pastoral 
visitors with whom I worked to 
reach out to more people in the 

parish. We had regular meetings for education 
and support. My job was to interview the 
visitors and the people who were homebound, 
and match interests and personalities. It was so 
rewarding to see these relationships develop 
and mature. There were times when, at the end 
of life, the visitors needed to have me accom-
pany them to say goodbye to the person they 
had been visiting.

Being a good listener gives people time to 
work through their issues and have them vali-
dated. Hearing themselves say out loud what 
they had been thinking could be quite liberating. 
To encourage people to stop by for a chat, I 
would keep my door open and change the door 
decorations often so it gave a reason to stop 
and look, and then I could invite them in.

Education opportunities could be just one 
person seeking information or it could be run-
ning education programs. I did some “You and 
Your Aging Parents/Relatives” programs that 
were about four to five weeks depending on 
the group’s needs. The clergy and I provided 
a grief education and support program each 

Walking Alongside:
The Essence of Parish Nursing
by Barbara Caiger, R.N.



Barbara Caiger
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year to help people face Christmas while deal-
ing with their loss.

Each year I had one major education program 
that was open to the community. We would 
have specialists in their field participate in 
presentations and address issues that people 
didn’t always have an opportunity to hear. We 
did a series on advance directives. We did eve-
nings on mental health, urinary incontinence, 
prostate and supplements.

As time went on there was an increasing 
need for advocacy. I would attend a doctor 
visit after having met with the individual and 
discussed the issues. I helped create a list of 
questions and I would ensure we had answers 
to those questions. It was helpful to both 
doctor and patient if I provided the family with 
the information so they could help the individual 
remember what the doctor had said.

I kept myself current with the community 
resources so I could connect people with the 
appropriate services available to them in their 
community. That could take the form of attend-
ing a schizophrenia support group, visiting long 
term care facilities with family members who 
were having to choose a place for a relative or 
visiting an Alzheimer day centre.

In the community, as a parish nurse, I inter-
acted with doctors, pharmacists, case man-
agers, the local hospital and family members. 
With a client’s permission I could be the link 
to follow up. 

One thing that was unique to my parish nurs-
ing was my teddy bear ministry. There were 
times when a teddy or other stuffed animal was 
essential! I think my selection of creatures was 
guided by divine intervention, because many 
people said the animal that I had selected was 
just like one they had as a child. Some of these 
teddies filled the empty chair at home after the 
individual died. Some went to grandchildren. 
Some teddies were waiting on the bed for a 
person going into long term care. Some were 
small and were tucked in under the blankets 
in the ICU. I had to have a relationship with a 
person before I could give them a bear.

I am privileged to have served for 15 years as 
a parish nurse. c 

My kayak is my “happy place.”
My husband and I have spent the past 15 summers 
on a sailboat in The North Channel. I have lived 
with multiple sclerosis for over 40 years and 
I am gradually losing my ability to walk BUT my 
kayak is my “normalizer.” I am still able to get 
into it and, once there, I am like everyone else. 
For me the freedom is awesome!

Due to the pandemic we are still unable to 
meet as a group and hold regular meetings and 
parties with speakers and refreshments. The 
committee has been meeting on a regular basis 
trying to prepare for the future. We are dis-
cussing the possibilities of what the club could 
become in the future and how we can improve 
our service to our members. We look forward to 
the time when we can meet again. c 

PROBUS
by Madeleine Nevins,
President
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The Markham Arts Council was started in 2004 
by a small group of community arts enthusiasts 

with the goal of enriching the lives of Markham 
residents through arts and cultural programming 
and initiatives. More than 15 years later, it is a 
vibrant and sustainable organization.

The office is located on Main Street Unionville in 
the McKay Art Centre. The Markham Arts Council 
is governed by a voluntary Board of Directors who 
donate their time and expertise for the benefit of 
the artistic community in Markham. 

MAC services include regular programming, and 
hosting events (both real and virtual/online) as 
a means of supporting their members and local 
artists. Some of the programs and events include 
Walk with Art, Culture Days, Visual Art Workshops, 
Cultural Heritage Celebrations and info sessions 
focusing on securing grants and funding, and 
advocacy work at the local, regional and provin-
cial levels. Members are kept informed of activities 
through newsletters, social media promotion 
on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, and the 
MAC website.  

There are two major satellite committees of 
MAC. Markham at the Movies showcases TIFF 
movies at the Markham Theatre. In 2019, they were 
given the Flato Markham Award for the Commu-
nity Group of the Year. For more information, visit 
www.markhamatthemovies.com

The Markham Teen Arts Council supports high 
school students with programs such as 24-Hour 
Film Challenge, Word Up, and Photography Con-
test, providing advocacy and support through 

events and activities. A very active group, they 
lend a hand whenever the Arts Council is having 
a special event, such as their fundraising gala. 
markhamteenarts.wixsite.com/mtac/

The Arts Council was the recipient of the 
Federal New Horizons Seniors Program Grant, 
the Ontario Seniors Community Grant, and the 
Celebrate Markham Grant. They formed new part-
nerships with York University and 360° Kids.

A new initiative to engage seniors in the 
Markham community in literary, visual and 
performing arts, Arts for Seniors, helps attendees 
gain physical, emotional and psychological 
health. Events and dates are available through 
their e-newsletter. Most of the senior pro-
grams are free and can be found on Facebook. 
www.facebook.com/artsinmarkham

Recent activities included hosting, at the Aaniin 
Community Centre, the second Annual Arts and 
Cultural Heritage Celebrations, a day-long show-
case of local visual, performing and literary artists. 

MAC created an ongoing community Art Wall 
as part of Culture Days 2019. The wall is hosted 
at Aaniin Community Centre where local artists 
get the opportunity to display their artwork. As 
well, MAC commissioned a local artist to work on a 
public mural, Woodland Wings, at the centre.

Thursday Nights at the Bandstand recently 
joined forces with MAC and will be presenting 
some terrific performances on Facebook. All 
current programming is online. Let’s hope they 
can get back to live performances in 2021. c 

The Markham Arts Council
by Judi McIntyre

Deepti Aurora, Chair of the Markham Arts Council
Cameron Bailey, Artistic Director of TIFF
Diane Hallquist, Chair, Markham at the Movies
Paul Sylvester, Past Chair, Markham at the Movies

OUT AND ABOUT

2019 Gala
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The cat crouched atop the fence—a striped 
tiger ready to attack its prey. Elaine’s camera 

caught to perfection its green-eyed glare. 
It took hours of painstaking attention to every 

small detail for Elaine to replicate the photo 
image on canvas. The result, a much larger-than-
life depiction, pleased its creator to the extent 
that she decided to have it framed professionally. 
She was aware of the considerable impact this 
would have on her stringent household budget, 
but her husband Denis, she felt sure, would 
support the investment. Accordingly, the painting 
of “Pounce” was delivered to a reputable framer 
downtown, and in due time, returned to Sunview 
Drive, matted and framed. Elaine used a stepladder 
to position the image high on a wall adjacent to 
the front door.

It was only after dismount-
ing and collapsing the ladder 
for return to the basement that 
Elaine observed, in abject hor-
ror, that the canvas had been 
secured improperly within its 
frame and was slightly askew. 
With a deep sigh, she resigned 
herself to a second visit to the 
framer. However, she must first complete two 
commissioned portraits. Personal interests were 
placed on hold.

It had been a long and brutally cold winter. 
Snowplows had been working overtime. Sun-
view Drive was certainly a misnomer for the 
street that day. New snowfall, wet and heavy, 
had blanketed the crusty grey residual of pre-
vious winter storms, causing havoc on the 
streets. Rather than risking dangerous driving 
conditions, Denis had taken a bus to work that 
morning. Now, as his winter boots crunched 
their weary way homeward from the bus stop, 
he suddenly detected, directly in front of his 
house, a decidedly gruesome sight. A snow 
plow had tossed, embedded in a large chunk 

of ice, the flattened and frozen carcass of a cat. 
As a result of the day’s further precipitation 
and glacial temperature, the icy deposit had 
become firmly affixed to the walk. Denis, 
exhausted and hungry, decided to cope with 

the dilemma after dinner.
Later that evening he had 

almost forgotten the delayed 
mission when Elaine com-
mented that her plan for the 
next day was to take the cat 
downtown to be fixed. Eyes 
widening, Denis exclaimed 
that absolutely nothing could 

“fix” that cat. The only thing to be done was to 
throw it in the garbage. Elaine was completely 
taken aback. Denis had always been so sup-
portive of her work! It took a few moments for 
them to realize that they had each been refer-
encing a different cat.

Untold is the tale of what ultimately happened 
to the unfortunate flattened, frozen feline. 
However, Pounce eternally stalks his prey at the 
entrance hall of the house on Sunview Drive. 

This event occurred at the beginning of my 
sister’s career as a professional artist. She has 
had numerous exhibitions and her works based 
on the consequences of war are now part of a 
collection in the Canadian War Museum. c

The Cat Came Back
The Fate of a Beloved Feline
by Linda Atkinson

he suddenly detected,
directly in front of his house,
a decidedly gruesome sight.

A snow plow had tossed,
embedded in a large chunk of ice,

the flattened and frozen
carcass of a cat.
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When you next visit “The County,” à la 
Picton/Bloomfield, there’s a wonderful 

ice cream store where, if my favourite flavour 
is not sold out daily, you can sample paradise 
in your gullet. I mean a flavour you cannot 
get from Kawartha Dairy, Chapman’s or Ben 
and Jerry. It is from Slicker’s Ice Cream, called 
Toasted Marshmallow.

We visited twice this fall. When we came home, 
I thought, “I can do that.” When COVID-19 shut us 
in over Christmas and New Year’s, I tried. 

The Worst
Simple recipe. I watched the video. Just needed 
marshmallows and ice cream. I bought both, 
got out a tray, parchment paper and laid out the 
marshmallows after taking the ice cream bucket 
out to thaw slightly. 

Broiler on, slid the tray onto the top oven rack 

position. Hey—they don’t all toast to the same 
color at the same time. Never mind, I’m sitting 
there watching them brown. I decide to turn 
the tray a bit. The potholder grabbed the tray 
and a marshmallow. Turns out that marshmallow 
was connected to another. Toast was turning to 
smoke. I panic. There are now three marshmal-
lows on the bottom of the oven and three more 
strung out on the various racks, and OMG, two 
on the floor. I couldn’t hang onto the tray any 
longer, but, I couldn’t let go either. My potholder 
was stuck to it, and the parchment paper wanted 
to slide onto the floor.  I reached into the near-
by drawer for the blue hot glove. Got smart and 
pulled out the oven rack and a dinner knife from 
another drawer. But there are no marshmallows 
now—just one sticky glob of marshmallow. 

Recipe says to turn the marshmallows over 
when brown on one side. Well, the mass was 
brown on one side. But now it’s all stuck to the 

Lakeview Contest

The Best and The Worst
Our latest contest, as always, resulted in a variety of responses sharing vignettes 

of the best and worst Happenings or Resolutions, and Photos taken.

Enjoy some of the entries scattered throughout this issue.

The Best

The Winner Is...

Toasted
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parchment and the tray itself. I used my knife 
to stir the brown toasted glob into the white 
glob. Stirring, trying to flatten the mass. Back 
into the oven, like fluffy meringue. Toasting still 
uneven, trying to turn the tray again. Too late. 
One marshmallow peak is on fire at the edge, 
no two, s#%^€, it’s the parchment paper as well. 
Pull out the rack, abuse two potholders by put-
ting out the fires. Both are soggy with marsh-
mallow goo and charred paper. And I’ve burned 
my knuckles through the blue oven glove. Put 
the tray on the glass stove top, but the bottom 
of the tray has the residue of at least one 
marshmallow on it.

At this point I should—I mean I did—consider 
giving up. Here I was, with some burnt parch-
ment, burnt marshmallows, burnt potholders, 
burnt oven racks, and two burnt knuckles. And 
of course, white sticky all over. Most people 
who know me think I’m rational. Did I mention 
the oven door, somehow inside and out, goo? 
And me sitting on a stool watching and helping 
this to occur. 

What would you do? I know what I did. I 
answered the phone and told the fire department 
everything was okay. I was just burning some 
marshmallows. My stove’s overhead fan button 
was now gooey too. “Into the valley of death rode 
the six hundred.” Yep, I clawed away the burnt 
stuff, heated the mess again to a soft gooey mass, 
then stirred the toasted stuff into the white, and 
returned to the oven, another two or three times. 
Got lots of toasted marshmallow stirred in. And 
again, had two fewer potholders. 

Recipe says to put half the ice cream into a 
mixmaster bowl and add your marshmallows 
one at a time to the ice cream. Well that’s just 
what I did; one huge marshmallow, peeled off 
the parchment paper, one gooey, stringy mess 
all in one piece. More than half the size of the 
cookie sheet, just hanging from my own gooey 
hand. Had to fold the sucker, kinda roll it, just to 
get it into the pot. Forty-eight marshmallows in 
one piece. A few didn’t make it.

You can’t imagine what happened when this 
warm clump hit the cold ice cream. Well, the 
beaters wouldn’t beat. Had to break up the mass 
that climbed up the beaters, hardened and 
cemented itself to them right up to the body 
of the mixer. The stuff refused to integrate. Now 
smoke came from a different place. Yeah, the 
mixer motor. And my ice cream isn’t ice cream 
anymore. Calm down, me! Cool down, motor! 
Enough! Fingers, knives, scissors. 

Finally, I chiseled the marshmallow from the 
beaters, smashed it into small lumps, turned 
the mixer back on, and gradually increased the 
speed. Put the hammer back into the tool drawer. 
Added the other half of the ice cream, mixed, 
poured the whole thing, lumps and all, into the 
container, and returned it to the freezer. 

Extensive cleanup of sticky marshmallow all 
over everything. Oh yes, five-hour oven clean 
cycle. 

The process described was very simple, how-
ever, execution was not. I only scribe this as a 
warning. Picton/Bloomfield, is where to get your 
Slicker’s Toasted Marshmallow ice cream. c
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The SLV website has undergone many changes 
over the past five years. Your website team 

had endeavored to keep information current 
while adding new and interesting items/links. 
As has been evident over the past nine months, 
we have adapted the site as additional needs 
became apparent. 

The Welcome Page, 
an introduction to 
the village site, has 
evolved into a major 
source of information 
with links to reliable 
sources of pandemic 
information. All the 
relevant government information is referenced 
and easily accessed by clicking on the 
appropriate links. These links include the City 
of Markham (as well as their weekly update 
letter), the Region of York, the Province of 
Ontario, and the federal government. The most 
recent link concerns current vaccine informa-
tion and while the politicians verbally joust 
with each other, the latest information is 
referenced on The Welcome Page and links to 
the York Region Public Health site. All these sites 
are updated on a regular basis, often daily.

Many of the above sites allow you to sign-
up for updates; you do not need to belong to 
any social media platforms, simply provide 

your email address. We encourage you to sign-
up for the City of Markham updates, as not 
only will you receive regular emails, but also 
relevant data such as garbage 
schedules! The link to sign-up 
is on our website and is: eNews 
Sign-Up.

Now to the challenge of the 
limited openings of village 
activities and requirement to 
develop various policies and 
contact trace, all in accordance with public 
health directives. The website is the source 
for all these requirements as well as the link to 
our contact tracing application TIMIFY. Those 
of you able to participate in the approved 
activities will have used this application which, 
not only reserves a place in the activity, but 
maintains a record of those in attendance.

So, take some time to explore our site and, if 
you have any suggestions on how we can make 
improvements, including more information or 
links etc, please let our team know. See website 
contacts under the Contacts menu item.

Richard Edwards
Website Administrator on behalf of
The Web Team:
Teri Laflamme, Sonny Bessant and
Gary Deckert

A Source of Information
by Richard Edwards

In addition to the latest news, there is more information on the following:

•    The property management office responsibilities and personnel
•    Contact data
•    How to submit a maintenance request for YRSCC 1217 and VAC
•    Our various condo corporations and its directors
•    Village facilities
•    Village committees
•    Village activities (when we can resume) 
•    Event photographs
•        External links such as real estate listings, posts from York Regional Police and
      fraud protection.



I humorously suggested to my wife’s book club 
that there should be a column on wines in 

Lakeview. Serves me right. The suggestion 
rebounded to me, hence this first effort.

I recall another event when I was pretentiously 
thinking of starting a doctorate at age 71. (That 
burst of enthusiasm soon passed, knowing the 
long haul and concentration needed for years!) 
But one thing which stuck with me, was a new 
approach to doctorates—that one should have a 
group of advisors, friends and colleagues, who 
would meet regularly for potlucks, wine and 
cheese evenings, to offer suggestions, other 
sources etc. Thus, this column invites your mem-
ories of a good bottle, your favourite, an amazing 
surprise, an unknown wine of great quality.

I also recall being invited to the home of a newly 
married couple in 1967. I think that was the first 
time I took a bottle of wine to such an occasion. 
It was a Bright’s white, with enough sweetness 
to engender cankers! My other choices were a 
Lambrusco grape or Mogen David. Such was my 
level of sophistication in Centennial Year.

Twenty years later, I recall buying a t-shirt in 
San Francisco (I still have it, if Jean hasn’t thrown 
it out) with the saying, “Wino - Life is too short 
to drink cheap wine.” Having visited the Napa 
Valley, I advanced slightly in my appreciation 
of vino.

When a wine is described as having “smoky-
spicy-savoury undertones,” you could fool 
me. When a professional states that the wine 
“unfolds slowly with suggestions of espresso, 
black current liqueur, bittersweet chocolate and 
a touch of toasted clove and vanilla that persist 
on the finish”(Carolyn Evans Hammond, Toronto 
Star June 13, 2020,) I am thinking I am back at 
my knowledge-level of 1967.

Having said all this, I do look forward to the 
Saturday wine columns of The Globe and Mail 
(Christopher Waters, columnist) and Carolyn 
of the Star, mentioned above. I look for wines I 
can afford, and keep an eye out for points given, 
usually above 88, and occasionally up to 94. 

Even at that, I recall the expressions, chacon à 
son goût, and de gustibus non est disputandum, 
so I don’t feel bad if I turn up my nose.

I have an app on my phone, entitled Vivino 
that allows one to take a photo of the label and 
gives a rundown of the wine. I took a photo of 
Sandbanks Sleeping Giant Baco Noir, 2018 at 
$19.95 and noted its 4.1 rating, 4 stars, and listed 
in the top 1% of wines in the world! Carolyn of 
the Star rated it a 93.

One more—Julia Florista, a southern Portugal 
red, $8.95 gets a 90 from Carolyn and Vivino 
says it is a 3.7 in the top 8% of wines of the 
world. $8.95!

Lastly, I subscribe to Wine Align, at www.
winealign.com, available at both a subscription 
level and open to all 30 days later. They also 
have YouTube videos that show their stuff 
with top wine critics and sommeliers in blind 
tasting action.

If  interested in submitting your own 
favourites or philosophy of wines, write to 
Paul at pjacb15m@mac.com.
Your interest places you in good company, as 
there are at least 119 biblical
quotes regarding wine. “May
God give you of the
dew of heaven, and of the
fatness of the earth, and
plenty of grain and wine.”
Genesis 27:28. NRSV. c 

Enjoy!

Tips on Sips
by Paul M. Howard
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by Margery Brown
The Best and The Worst

Thirty-eight hours lying helpless on my right 
knee with a broken femur did not improve my 

pre-COVID mood. As I was assured even the larg-
est bone in the body takes six weeks to heal, I was 
disappointed not to return to full walking ability 
even two full years later, at which point the plague 
was upon us. A dear friend in the village stepped 
forward to walk with me and the pleasures of the 
lake were explored through the lovely spring and 
summer months. The diversity of nature on our 
doorstep is a gift, particularly in the year 2020 dif-
ficult times, providing us the perfect opportunity 
to put a best foot forward circumventing Swan 
Lake, with the added benefit of chatting with other 

folk engaged in the same; my own weakened leg 
improving exponentially.  All good.

All bad. Seeking new and different activities 
possible at home during the COVID-19 lockdown, I 
turned my attention to gardening, indoors and out, 
hoping to discover a green thumb. It was a noble 
endeavour but, as I truly knew in my heart it would 
be so, ministrations were in vain: potential green 
thumb given the thumbs down! Admiration and 
compliments to every other bright and beautiful 
“back half-acre” throughout the village, admired as 
I continue to put “best foot forward.” c

Ever the optimist, Margery

Best Foot Forward... Thumbs Down

We arrived from disparate parts of the country, 
my sister and her husband from Vancouver, 

my wife and I from Markham.  We were travelling 
to our “Homeland” in Southern Alberta to visit our 
mother.

 On landing in Calgary, we were delighted to 
discover that Mom, as a surprise, had booked a 
limousine for the trip south.  We were even more 
delighted to find that she had also equipped this 
limo with two very nice bottles of champagne. Let 
the family reunion begin!

To our chagrin, we found that we had completely 
demolished the two bottles of champagne, not as 
we approached our destination—not even half-
way—but having only reached the southern limits 
of the City of Calgary.  Alas, many dry miles to go.

But we cheered up on reaching Nanton. Why? 
Because Nanton is famous for having more liquor 
outlets per capita than any other place in Canada.  
We were bound to get a refill here!

Indeed, we pulled up to a small liquor store just 
off the main highway, our limousine causing a 
significant twitter of interest and even awe with 
the locals. My brother-in-law and I rushed in and 

demanded, “We need champagne. Bring it forth!”
Well, it turns out they could do so, and did. Six 

bottles. We took them all. The proprietress was 
astonished but rallied sufficiently to gather a 
signature book and ask us for autographs.  

I got it! She, and the others present had mistaken 
me for my celeb look-alike!

So, I obligingly, my hair then still coloured a light 
reddish-blond, signed it “Alfie, London, England.”

With that, chortling with 
laughter, we dashed to the 
limo.  

Approaching the Home 
Forty, we opened the sunroof 
wide, and like Field Marshall 
Montgomery at El Alamein 
imperially greeting the troops 
from the turret of his tank, we 
jutted ourselves up through 
the sunroof, champagne in 
hand, and greeted the gath-
ering family and friends. c

                   Reg Jordan

Doppelganger
A true story by an elderly gentleman
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My first job was working in an old manor 
house as part of a team of six junior law 

clerks all destined to spend the next few years, 
toiling away in an attic office and being 
referred to as “the youngsters” by senior staff.  
Talk about a blow to our pride.  So, in a “we’ll 
show them” moment we decided to call our-
selves The Sixers! Oh yes, we were bad and we 
were trouble!  

We worked very hard fetching, carrying and 
researching law materials stored in old smug-
glers tunnels which ran under the manor down 
to the ocean. Once a hive of smuggling activity, 
they’d been turned into storage for archived 
papers and what seemed to be a gazillion boxes 
of old files in the stacks. The tunnels were cold, 
dusty and really creepy, but being The Sixers 
(bad and trouble) we decided to have a little fun 
hiding behind the stacks and scaring those who 
entered.  However, that fun came to a crashing 
end when we were told in no uncertain terms to 
“stop that nonsense and get to work.” Appar-
ently, we’d scared an archivist so badly that she 
refused to go back. Oops!  

Undaunted and unbowed, we began challeng-
ing ourselves to do stupid things (oh yeah, we 
were bad). My favourite challenge was seeing 
how many mini current buns could be eaten in 90 
seconds. I’m proud to say that I only felt slightly 
sick and won a trophy made out of paper clips. 

And then there was my least favourite. Our 
attic office, five floors above ground, had a large 
window kept closed for safety as it was next to 
an extremely narrow parapet.  And so the perfect 
challenge was to climb out of our window onto 
the parapet, walk carefully to the next office, tap 
on their window and get back to our desks before 
getting caught. Vertigo was not an option.  

Pros and cons were debated (more cons 
than pros), but no one took up the challenge. 
Whaaat?  So, in a totally misguided moment 
of bravado, I stepped up to the window and 
shoved it upwards. To my utter relief the win-
dow had been closed for so long that it wasn’t 
budging. But before I could enjoy my reprieve, 

I watched five pairs of hands force the window 
open. First one wobbly leg went out, then 
the other, and I was standing on the parapet. 
Don’t look down, don’t look down. Gripping 
the eavestrough I white-knuckled it to the next 
window, did a quick rat-a-tap-tap on the glass 
and heard the senior law clerk utter a stream of 
swear words worthy of any sailor. Funny thing, 
she’d always seemed such a dainty, proper lady! 
Sometime later a rumour circulated that a large 
bird had crashed into the window—a rumour I 
cannot confirm or deny!  

Warning: Above action should only be under-
taken by qualified mountain goats or persons 
devoid of common sense. c

A True Tale
of Toil and Trouble
A. Nonymous

2020 - What a Year!!!
by Marnie Carr

This is a journey that we don’t need to repeat. We 
can see the light at the end of the tunnel and be 
hopeful that it will come closer to us every day.

There is a lot to be thankful for because we live 
in Canada. We live in our own cocoon at Swan Lake 
Village where we can walk outside and be safe. We 
all have enough food, good shelter, nice neighbours 
and a comfortable community. We are missing hugs 
and kisses from our family and the virtual hugs are 
becoming a drag. We have to be optimistic that life 
will return to normal. The vaccine is the silver lining 
in the clouds. We will eventually be a recipient of 
this miracle shot. Hang in there, our turn is coming.

Happy 2021 everyone and stay safe. c
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continued on next page...

complexity in bridge arises from the diffi-
culty of arriving at a good final contract. The 
partnership must try to communicate enough 
information about their hands to arrive at a 
makeable contract.

But that information is restricted. You cannot ask 
your partner, “What do you have in your hand?” 
 Instead, you pass information through a 
partnership agreement which must also be avail-

able to your opponents. You call upon 
older bridge masters like Stayman, 
Jacoby, Bergen, Gerber, Blackwood, 
Michaels, and Drury, to name a few, to 
help do this. The etiquette of bridge 
forbids one from saying to their part-
ner on the opening bid “I have at least 
13 high card points and five hearts.” 
One must say “one heart” instead. 
Similarly, an opening bid of one club 

tells your partner that 
you have at least 13 
points, that you do 
not have five spades 
or five hearts and that 
you may or may not 
have a very good club 
suit. Got it?

Regular partner-
ships become more 

and more comfortable with their communica-
tions. But at The Greens we changed partners 
every few hands and slight adjustments always 
had to be made. Now, let’s add the internet to 
everyone’s comfort level and let’s play bridge 
there! Everyone has access to the internet, right?

A computer program named Bridge Base 
Online (BBO) gives everyone the ability to 
play contract, rubber and duplicate bridge on 
their computer. You can play with people from 
around the world, with the partner of your 
choice, with a group of friends or even with a 
robot. All you need is a username and a pass-
word and it’s free. 

We moved into the Swan Lake community 
and only had a few acquaintances. One 

of them suggested that I might enjoy the Men’s 
Bridge Club.

These men gathered at The Greens clubhouse 
every Monday and started playing at 1:00 pm. 
I thought I’d give it a try as it would be a good 
way to meet some new people. There was a 
Jack, a Norm, a George, a Jim, a Ken and even 
a couple of Bobs and a Duke. 
One of the Bobs (Bob Holohan), 
considered one of the senior 
members of the group, was 
always there early and made sure 
the cards, score pads and pencils 
were ready and, more importantly, 
that there would be coffee for 
everyone. Bob recently moved to 
Amica at Swan Lake and is still 
very active with the 
group. He creates 
a spreadsheet that 
records the score 
after every game, 
keeps an updated 
contact list, encour-
ages others to join 
in and play and 
constantly suggests 
ways to make improvements. 

Joining this group turned out to be a very 
good decision and I looked forward to the 
weekly games. Then 2020 happened and 
everything changed. The Greens was shut 
down. Face to face gatherings were verboten. 
So, too, was the habit of licking your fingers to 
sort or deal the cards. We all just went home.

Let me tell you a little about bridge. It is 
a game of skill, played with randomly dealt 
cards, which makes it also a game of chance,  
or more exactly, a tactical game with 
inbuilt randomness, imperfect knowledge and 
restricted communication. Much of the 

Bridging the Gap
by Bruce McIntyre

Bruce McIntyre

Jim StewartBob Embury
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Bridging the Gap continued...

What could possibly go wrong?
With the help of some of the Bridge Club 

members, we were able to compile a list 
of about 25 who played there regularly or 
occasionally. I sent them all an email proposing 
that we pick up the game again using BBO and 
their computer. Some liked the idea and asked 
for a little more information. Some were not so 
comfortable and needed a little coaxing. Some 
never replied. Some had their wives reply, and 
we immediately knew their comfort level.

Happily, we were able to get four people to 
play and it was just like old times. Their user-
names were really the only thing that was differ-
ent. You no longer played with Bob and George 
and Ken and Jim. You played with Artfart, 
Ardyayche, ElmiraJoe and Damspulp. Over time 
the interest grew, and we succeeded in filling 
two tables. Then someone suggested that we 
change partners and tables after playing eight 
hands. That added a sense of adventure to this 
game of skill and communication. In order to 
facilitate the partner and table changes, every-
one needed to exit the program and log back 

in, wait for an invitation and go to their seat. 
You have to appreciate that we are a group 
of men in their 70s and 80s using a new pro-
gram on their computer. Have you ever had the 
experience of walking into a room and wonder-
ing why you are there or opening a cupboard 
door and forgetting what you were looking 
for? Well, that same experience often hap-
pens when they exit the game. Some never 
come back, some will wait patiently for some-
thing to happen and others wait less patiently. 
Fortunately, there is help a phone call away 
from someone who can provide tech support. 
That person is very popular on game day!

All in all, the Monday Men’s Bridge Game has 
become a great success. We regularly have 
three full tables and hope to grow, but we miss 
the coffee.

We have four ladies who play regularly and 
hope more will join us. And, we now play twice 
a week (Monday and Thursday) which is double 
the face to face games.

So, if you are interested, come join this eclec-
tic group of bridge players and meet Artfart, 
Elmirajoe and J4B.

Contact: bmcintyre@rogers.com  c

Swan Lake Archives
by Clarice Henschel

On December 5, 2020, a cold and dark 
winter afternoon, the updated Swan Lake 

Village Archives Inventory was given to Janet 
Reid, Curator of the Markham Museum, for the 
Museum Archives Library. 

Many new additions had been received since 
the first listing was prepared. Of interest, the 
Amalgamation Papers now fill a bankers’ box. 
Because there was no access to the archives, a 
new category, Works in Progress, was initiated, 
listing the many topics to be completed.

There is history in the photograph which was 
taken at the presentation. Due to restrictions 
made necessary by the COVID-19 pandemic, it 
depicts the Curator of the Markham Museum Janet Reid and Clarice Henschel

and the Archival Convenor of Swan Lake 
Village masked and socially distanced. c
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or is human interaction to be encouraged through 
nature camps etc.? 

Are we to be passive in support of natural 
wildlife or should we be helping to improve 
and sustain the habitat through some of the 
approaches employed by the Toronto and 
Region Conservation Authority (TRCA)?

Community and Water Quality Goals for 
Swan Lake
Scientists categorize water quality environments 
into trophic states. Swan Lake has consistently been 
categorized as a hypereutrophic lake, the lowest 
quality and highest risk category. The lower quality 
levels of eutrophic and hypereutrophic are not 
environmentally stable.

Lake Conditions and Community
Options Associated with Thropic States
If the community objective is to encourage 
paddle sports and sport fishing in Swan Lake, then 
a program to improve the water quality to the 
mesotrophic category needs to be considered. 
The city’s current program is targeted to maintain 
a eutrophic category, an environmentally unstable 
aquatic environment with minimal options for 
community engagement.

Stabilizing Swan Lake at the mesotrophic 
level is, however, a challenging objective. 
Details on the water quality issues in Swan Lake 
and possible solutions are outlined in 
our report “A Pathway to Sustainable 
Water Quality in Swan Lake,” available on our 
website at www.friendsofswanlakepark.ca

by Fred Peters

In 2020, with a little help from their Friends, 
Markham Council recognized the need to address 
some critical issues in Swan Lake Park. 

Defining the Future for Swan Lake and 
Swan Lake Park
Council asked staff to report back in 2021 on two 
important topics: 1) a park improvement program 
and 2) the establishment of long term water qual-
ity guidelines for Swan Lake.

Critical to defining a park improvement 
program or setting water quality goals is to first 
clarify the community role for the park and lake.

The original objective for Swan Lake Park, set 
out by the developers in 1993 and accepted by 
Markham officials at that time, was for Swan Lake 
Park to provide a naturalized setting with play ar-
eas that could support a wildlife habitat and pos-
sibly serve as a base for children’s nature camps. 
Swan Lake was to support community use for wa-
ter based sports, sports fishing and ice skating.

Many of the park objectives have been 
realized but the objectives for Swan Lake were 
not, and due to the current poor water quality, 
could not be supported today. 

Natural Spaces, Wildlife Places
Markham manages Swan Lake Park as a “Natural 
Spaces, Wildlife Places” park.  

But what does this mean? Is this to be a 
naturalized area with minimal human interaction, 

What’s to Become of Swan Lake and Swan Lake Park?
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Concerns about Phoslock
The Phoslock treatment planned for spring of 
2021 is an essential first step towards contain-
ing the deteriorating water quality issues in 
Swan Lake. There are two fundamental concerns 
about relying on a continual Phoslock treatment 
program. First, it is expensive. Each treatment, 
required every 3 - 5 years, would cost in excess of 
$100,000. Secondly, it only directly treats phos-
phorus.  Phoslock can have an indirect impact on 
nitrogen levels but has no impact on chloride or 
low oxygen levels. 

Naturalized Options
A stable aquatic plant environment can be a 
major contributor to improving the quality of the 
water. More aquatic plants throughout the lake or 
in areas such as Turtle Inlet could help in sustaining 
oxygen levels, as would adding equipment such as 
bubblers to directly add oxygen. Fountains can be 
helpful but it would take more than one to have a 
meaningful impact.

Circulating Water Through the
North Channel
Swan Lake is a stagnant pond. There are no 
natural surface level inflows or outflows. 
Removing water from the lake and returning it to 
the lake, oxygen enhanced, with possibly fewer 
nutrients could provide a natural enhancement 
to the water quality in the lake and reduce the 
dependency on future chemical treatments. This 
could be accomplished by recycling lake water 

through the North Channel, a dry channel along 
the north end of Swan Lake that serves to drain 
stormwater from the north end of the park. 

The Friends of Swan Lake Park have engaged 
Dr. Barbara Siembida-Lösch to provide a 
review of what can be done to address the 
issues of high nitrogen and chloride levels in the 
lake and suggestions on approaches that have 
worked elsewhere to improve oxygen levels. 
Dr. Siembida-Lösch is a senior scientist with the 
Centre for Water and Wastewater Management 
at Fleming College. We are encouraging the City 
of Markham to build upon her work by engaging 
Ducks Unlimited and the TRCA to identify 
naturalization approaches that will complement 
the on-going Phoslock treatment program and 
lead to a sustainable and cost effective long term 
solution for water quality in Swan Lake. c
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by Audrey Buckeridge
The Best and The Worst

One of the most troublesome prob-
lems of the pandemic for me was 

how to balance my glasses, my hear-
ing aid, my mask, and my earrings on 
my ears. A part of any outing, before 
getting out of the car, was to make 
sure my hearing aids were well tucked 
into my ears, and to adjust the mask 
so that my glasses would not fog up.

Since I hadn’t been out for some 
time, and since it was a nice day, I 
decided to do some errands. It was 
very cold, and so I added a scarf to the 
collection around my neck. I completed 
a visit to the bank, using the machine 
just inside the door, before heading to the LCBO, 
then home.

I unwound my scarf, hung up my jacket and 
proceeded with the habitual check of hearing 
aids, only to find one missing. Carefully, I ran 
my hands over my clothes to see if it had fallen 
out and was attached somewhere. No luck. 
I walked back to the closet, looking onto the 
floor to see if it might have fallen off my clothing 
or come off when I unwound my scarf. No. 
I took my scarf down, going over it with my 
hand, then shaking it. No hearing aid.

I tried not to panic, but for those of you who 
have hearing aids, you know that I was looking 
at a significant replacement expenditure, not 
to mention the inconvenience. Forcing myself 
to think this thing through, I wondered if the 
device had come off in the car. Just in case, I 
went and examined every area of the vehicle’s 
interior within reach and beyond. No hearing aid!

At this stage, I was feeling pretty certain I’d 
had it! How could this have happened? It must 
have been that wretched scarf. I should never 
have worn it. Frustrating thoughts ran through 
my head as I stood in despair.

Then I remembered that the trip I had just 
taken included just two places. Could the hear-
ing aid have come off in the bank or the LCBO? 

Was it worth a try? Yes. Let’s go. If I 
don’t do this, I will never know.

As I got into the car, I considered 
what a long shot this was. I tackled 
the bank first, parking just two spaces 
away from where I had originally 
parked. I got out of the car, studying 
the ground. Opened the bank door, 
head still down. Went to the cash 
machine, checked all around. Nothing. 
I realized how stupid this was, but 
walked back to the car, head down, 
going back and forth between the 
two parking spaces—just in case. Well, 
that is that. Silly idea. Let’s face it, if it 

had fallen on the ground, a car could have run 
over it by now, anyway.

I got into my car and decided that I may just 
as well check the LCBO as it was only five min-
utes away. Same routine. Parked two spaces 
away from where I originally parked. Got out of 
the car, studying the ground, walking back and 
forth between the two spaces, then over to the 
LCBO. Nothing. That was it. Feeling very teed 
off, I walked back to the car, head down, comb-
ing through the two spaces again. I realized 
how pointless this had been. I’d had it! I swung 
around to walk back to my car, and as I did so, 
I noticed a wire sticking up from the ground. 
It was not just any wire, but a cream-coloured 
wire. I bent down and picked up my hearing aid. 
Oh, my goodness! This was amazing! I stood 
holding my treasured find in total disbelief. No 
one had run over it or walked upon it. It was in 
one perfect piece. I so wanted to jump up and 
down and show someone—anyone. However, 
I contained myself, smiling all the way home. 
Supposing I had not gone back. What a differ-
ent day it would have been!

The feeling of moving from deep despair to 
ecstatic joy was an amazing experience. I have 
not added a scarf to my neck attire since that 
miraculous event, which I am still savouring. c
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I first met Powerful Katrinka on a snowy winter 
Sunday. While Reverend Coates was delivering 

his weekly sermon, a blizzard raged outside. At 
the end of the service, members of the congrega-
tion emerged from the church to find the village 
blanketed in heavy snow. As Daddy struggled to 
disinter our Pontiac, we heard the helpless whine 
and groan of tires stuck in a snowbank. A group 
of men, including Daddy, surrounded the hapless 

vehicle, attempting to release 
it from its bonds—all to no 
avail. Suddenly, a short, plump 
lady inserted herself into the 
midst of the rescue crew. 
“Let Powerful Katrinka help,” 
she enjoined. As soon as my 
mummy started to push, the 
imprisoned car broke from its 
bonds. Astonished spectators 
began to cheer.

That was my introduction to Powerful Katrinka, 
an eccentric personality featured in Toonerville 
Folks, a comic strip carried in newspapers from 
1908 until 1955. She was portrayed as a hefty 
individual, possessing superhuman strength, but 

Powerful Katrinka
by Daughter of Powerful Katrinka

cluelessly oblivious to the extent of her physical 
prowess. It was thus that, when displaying feats 
of strength, people were nicknamed “Powerful 
Katrinka.”

Following that memorable event, for every 
household duty requiring heft; for every toddler-
laden toboggan demanding a forceful pull; for 
every difficult removal of a pickle jar lid, our family 
would call upon our own “Powerful Katrinka.”

As years went by, when it was discovered that 
I too, could shoulder certain burdens, I became 
known as “Daughter of Powerful Katrinka.” Even-
tually “Granddaughters of Powerful Katrinka” 
joined the “Katrinka Klan.”

One of those granddaughters wedded a crafts-
man. He had learned skills of blacksmithing, and 
over a period of years, worked on the design and 
construction of a power hammer, a mechanical 
device to aid in the production of iron art. 
Recently, the proud inventor ushered his wife 
into his workshop to formally meet his completed 
creation. Examining the robust robotic power 
hammer towering above her, she opened her 
arms in greeting and exclaimed, “Welcome to the 
family, Powerful Katrinka!” c

by Gaye Murray
The Best and The Worst

Hidden behind glass doors are my own “Group 
of Seven.” They have been around for several 
years as treasures owned by my grandmother 
and mother that found their way to me. They 
are all Royal Doulton figurines of various 
shapes and sizes. When I first acquired them, 
I just packed them away. My first husband was 

a sculptor and artist, and his own work was on 
display in our home. The Group of Seven didn’t 
quite fit into our decor.

Then I discovered them again. They were 
briefly displayed on the shelf in front of my bay 
window. Some time ago, I thought of selling 
them on ebay. I quickly discovered that over 
5000 people had the same idea.

The “plus one” is a modern style of Royal 
Doulton called Friendship. It is quite different 
in appearance. It was a gift from my manage-
ment staff when I retired.

The Worst Thing is that they all add to my 
clutter and collect dust. But the Best Thing 
is that  they bring back special memories of 
family and friends.

I just can’t part with them, so they are here 
to stay! c

My Group of Seven Plus One
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by Fran Zambri

The Best and 
The Worst

Fran Zambri shares her 
best photographs on 
her favourite subject—
her granddaughter!

Marilynne Robinson, in her book, 
Housekeeping, has created two 
hundred pages of delicious 
vignettes to be savoured by the 
reader. This story is about two 
orphaned sisters coming of age, abandoned by 
their mother. Initially left in the care of their grand-
mother, they are ultimately left with an eccentric, 
bordering on mad, aunt. Their experience is narrated 
by the younger sister, and her affinity with nature 
is poignant, particularly with trees, which the 
author portrays with discernment. But, it is a figu-
rative black and silver water that flows throughout 
the novel—an actual lake—featuring dominantly, 
referred to again and again, as the conclusion of 
the book leaves a lingering question for the reader 
to ponder whilst it continues to haunt the mind. c

Housekeeping
by Marilynne Robinson
Reviewed by Margery Brown

Hillbilly is a term (often derogatory) 
for people of various ethnicities 
who dwell in rural, mountainous 
areas in the United States, 
primarily in southern Appalachia and the Ozarks. 
The stereotype is twofold, in that it incorporates 
both positive and negative traits. “Hillbillies” are 
often considered independent and self-reliant, but 
at the same time, they are also defined as backward 
and violent.

Elegy is the term used for a sad poem, usually 
written to praise and to express sorrow for someone 
who is dead.

In this memoir, author J. D. Vance relates his 
family story of life in Appalachia in the coal mine 
milieu of Jackson, Kentucky. There seems no respite 
from poverty, family and personal dysfunction and 
every accompanying social disorder.

One solution is to migrate north to towns such 
as Middletown, Ohio, to catch the shirttails of the 
manufacturing jobs. The situation of migrants is 
indeed a sad sociological elegy about loss, about 
being left out, about being consigned to oblivion.

There really is no place like home for Vance’s 
extended family, who transfer from Kentucky to 
Ohio, back and forth and back and forth. They travel 
to rekindle the love and loyalty they feel toward 
their extended family and “their kind of people.” And 
they deeply feel the effects of being strangers in a 
strange land.

J. D. Vance was not just a survivor, but a success 
story. Something in his core enabled him to “pull 
himself up by his own bootstraps” in order to lead a 
meaningful life.

Two quotes from the author seem to sum up his 
perspective on his life experience.

“There were many thumbs put on my scale. When 
I look back at my life, what jumps out is how many 
variables had to fall in place, in order to give me a 
chance.”

“Americans call them hillbillies, rednecks, and white 
trash. I call them neighbours, friends, and family.” c

BOOK REVIEWS
Hillbilly Elegy: A Memoir
of a Family and Culture
in Crisis
by J.D. Vance
Reviewed by Jean Howard
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Ms. Adelaide Puhlskamp always put 
much effort into preparing for her 
opening day of class with new stu-
dents. It was like riding a bike she 
had done it so often through her 
years of teaching. Always ready 
with her instructions and pep talk, 
she believed that well begun was 
half done. Though she felt she could 
catch more flies with honey than with 
vinegar, her experience also reminded her 
that she could lead a horse to water, but not 
make him drink. For 30 years, through thick 
and thin her philosophy of teaching algebra to 
teenagers never wavered. Her motivation was 
right as rain. She knew that an ounce of pre-
vention was worth a pound of cure, so she led 
her students to feel positive from day one. If 
an apple a day keeps the doctor away, then an 
equation a day must do the same. She tried to 
instil the fun in mathematics.

She knew her adolescent audience and there 
was a method to her madness. She did not tell 
them to throw caution to the wind but warned 
them against having their head in the clouds. 
There was no such thing as a free lunch, so they 
would have to work hard. She challenged them 
to go the whole nine yards, to give it their all. 
A little learning is a dangerous thing, so look 

before you leap, and remember, slow 
and steady wins the race.

She knew that some of her 
students would have a snowball’s 
chance in hell of achieving much 
mathematically. You just can’t beat 
a dead horse, but every dog has 
his day, so she encouraged each of 
them to find their strengths some-

where. To be sure, some were not playing 
with a full deck and others would go down 
in flames.

Miss Puhlskamp knew which way the wind 
was blowing, but it was important to make 
hay while the sun shines. She continued. “Read 
my lips,” she said. “Run like the wind. Don’t 
get snowed under. Otherwise, you will have to 
shape up or ship out. Some of you may feel like 
your ship has already sailed. The ball is in your 
court, but come hell or high water, I am here to 
help you. There may be some clouds on the 
horizon, but we can weather the storm. Come 
rain or shine, you folks can do this. Fortune 
favours the bold, but haste makes waste, so 
we’ll take everything slowly. Do we see eye to 
eye? Welcome to my neck of the woods, the 
wonderful world of mathematics! 

In conclusion, as Fran Lebowitz said, “ln real life, 
I assure you, there is no such thing as algebra!” c

Idiomatically Speaking
by Jean Howard

A Christmas Eve Surprise
by JoAnne Linn

I was pleasantly surprised on Christmas 
Eve when someone came to my door. Doug 
Reynolds, son of Lennie Reynolds, my friend 
and neighbour, along with his wife Ann, had 
come to sing carols for his mother, and then 
had come across the street to sing for me, 

Happening...
“O Holy Night,” my favourite. Doug has an 
amazing and beautiful voice.  

The lovely hymn sung in the crispy winter 
air brought a flood of warm memories to my 
heart. In spite of the restrictions imposed 
by the pandemic, the peace and love of 
Christmas still prevails in human kindness.

May the new year bring that kindness to 
us all.
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Born in Newcastle, Bill grew up in the mining 
area of north-east England. He described 

his experience in a mine in “A Life Changing 
Adventure.” That story, published in Lakeview’s 
December 2020 issue, reveals how education 
came to play an important role in the future of 
Bill Armstrong.

Although his main interests in school were 
mathematics and physics, he had excellent 
English teachers, who introduced him to Chaucer, 
Shakespeare, and most of the English poets, 
as well as, teaching him the skills of essay and 
precis writing.

When asked what brought him to Canada, 
Bill chuckled and said, “Betsy.” He met his 
future wife through a university exchange 
program, and, as they say, the rest is history.

After receiving a diploma in education, he 
emmigrated to Canada. He taught in York 
Region for 34 years, 21 of them as a principal. 
He claims that writing commencement speeches 

and introductions to student handbooks and 
yearbooks, while attempting to be original and 
inspiring, was good creative writing practice. 

Bill is a prolific writer, choosing a variety of 
topics—personal, political and economic. In 
addition to articles and poems in Lakeview, his 
letters to the Toronto Star and Saint Petersburg 
Times have been published.

In Swan Lake Village he has been an active 
(pre-pandemic) participant in many areas— 
a keyboard Jammer; a host for Thursday morn-
ing get-togethers at Terrace Café; a presenter 
of Lifelong Learners programs; a member of 
the Discovery Book Club.

He states that, for him, writing on a variety of 
topics for a writers’ group and for Lakeview has 
been interesting, challenging and enjoyable.

Bill asked us to close this biographical article 
by assuring you that he has become a true 
Canadian. As long as it is five inches of ice, he 
can walk on water. c

Bill Armstrong

Who’s Who in Lakeview
The pages of Lakeview are for, about and 

by the people of Swan Lake Village.
You might like to know more about some of our contributors.

After all they are your neighbours.
We will introduce them in upcoming issues.
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It was a Thursday eve-
ning in September. I was 

a young Radio Officer 
stationed at Greenwood, 
Nova Scotia flying with 
405 Squadron on anti-
submarine patrols at the 
time. The Bachelor Officers’ Club was 
having a party at the mess when a call was 
received. There were about a dozen young 
teachers at a house in the vicinity who would 
like to get rides to the party. I, among others, 
volunteered. As my car only had two seats, I 
offered to drive one of the ladies. Her name 
was Sharon. 

They say first impressions are important. Ours 
was mutual indifference. I liked long hair and hers 
was short. She thought I was showing off driving 
a sports car. By the end of the evening, we were 
talking about how many children we wanted. She 
wrote to her mother that weekend saying she 
thought she had met a future son-in-law. Four 
months later we were married. Sharon predicted 
the marriage would be lucky to last five years. I 
predicted a year. That was a daughter, a son-in-
law, two grandchildren and fifty-one years ago. 
We’re still wondering how long it will last.

As my father was in the Air Force, I grew up 
living either on an air base or in Ottawa, except 
for a year in France. I joined the RCAF after high 
school, went through basic training, flight train-
ing, and operational training only to end up back 
where I started in Greenwood. The flying had 
its periods of boredom, (18 hour patrols), peri-
ods of excitement (lost engines, fires on board, 
dangerous weather, submarine sightings) and 
periods of fascination (travel to foreign coun-
tries, beautiful sights of nature over sea and 
land). However, after seven years and 2,500 
hours of operational flying and acting as an 
instructor, it was time for a change. 

In 1974 I applied to Dalhousie Law School. My 
chance at acceptance at law school without an 
undergraduate degree was slim. Amazingly, the 
law school started a mature student’s program 

three months after I had applied, and I was 
accepted. Later, I was told one of the reasons I was 
selected was my persistence in asking if I would 
be. I guess being a pain in the neck was one of the 
most important prerequisites for a lawyer. 

The military gave me unpaid leave to attend 
the first year and I was subsequently picked up 
by the military legal training plan for the remain-
der of my degree and articling. This led to my 
joining the Legal Branch for the rest of my thirty 
year career. Being a military lawyer must be one 
of the most interesting careers one could have. 

While there is a myriad of stories that might 
be told, one was most embarrassing. Soon 
after I had been promoted to colonel in 1990, the 
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights 
had requested Canada to provide two speakers 
for a panel giving presentations to the militar-
ies of Guatemala, Nicaragua, and El Salvador 
on human rights in the military. Human rights 
in the military had been a specialty of mine and 
the subject of my master’s thesis so, I was sent 
as one of our representatives. The trip did not 
start out well. My colleague and I were going to 
Guatemala via Miami. Half an hour after landing 
in Miami, the airport was closed–Hurricane 
Andrew was about to hit Florida. All the hotels 
we tried were full or abandoned. While sitting 
in the lobby of the hotel forming part of the 
airport, my colleague (male) overheard the 
reservation clerk tell someone that all the rooms 
were full. Only the Honeymoon Suite was left. 
Thirty seconds later it was ours! We spent three 
days there before flights resumed (and got a 
really cheap rate because of the facilities that 
weren’t available.) The embarrassing part was 
our return after the rest of the trip. We were met 
in the hall to our offices with a huge banner pro-
claiming “WELCOME BACK HONEYMOONERS!” 
Our wives had squealed on us.

After retirement, it was a move to the 
Annapolis Valley in Nova Scotia, building a house, 
charity work, writing a book, consulting, etc. We 
eventually moved to Markham to be closer to the 
kids and wound up in this great community of 
Swan Lake in 2012. Organizing tennis and mixed 
golf as well as incinerating the annual tender-
loin burnt offering at the 3A/3B Barbeque have 
provided an opportunity to meet a lot of great 
people here and we love it! Note: The preceding 
comment is not a warranty of professional level 
play during any sport mentioned. c

Art
McDonald
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by Fred Peters

The Best and The Worst 
On Behalf of Friends of Swan Lake Park

Best Experience for 2020
We hosted our “Back to the Future” meeting at 
the Swan Club on March 9th. It was just days 
before the COVID lockdown. Over 180 resi-
dents attended, demonstrating to the City of 
Markham the local support for our cause. 

The photo below shows Deputy Mayor 
Don Hamilton addressing the crowd. Looking 
on, is Lloyd Robertson, the Moderator, and 
Phoebe Fu, Director of Environmental Services 
for Markham.

 

Worst Experience for 2020
Deteriorating water quality in Swan Lake.

The attached photo (Oct 9, 2020) shows 
the build-up of algae on the water near the 
viewing deck. c

The, so far, mild winter makes it more comfortable to be outdoors. Swan Lake Park is a place to 
walk and enjoy nature and wildlife. The winter birds enjoy being models for photographers. In the 
spring there will be more Walks in the Park sent out by Don Fowler. If you would like to receive 
these emails, contact Don at don@bluenose.ca. c

A Winter Walk in the Park
by Cindy Fowler
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So many downs! So much blah! 
But wait! There have been 

good moments: time for apprecia-
tion, time for watching, time for 
noticing.

I have been fortunate to be able 
to spend much of the year isolat-
ed at my cottage. This is a place 
where, normally, we have fam-
ily and friends around us. A place 
where we spend wonderful times 
in their company. This year was 
different. We were alone.

In the spring, barren trees began 
to bud with blossoms and devel-
oping leaves. Drab brown gave way to tinges of 
green, then to full emerald canopies. I saw a loon 
appear on the lake the day the ice went out. I 
saw a red breasted grosbeak returning for the 
summer. A common merganser set up home on 
the shoreline—a first. In the mornings, turkey 
vultures sat in a nearby tree, wings outstretched 
to dry. And, of course, robins, mallards, wood-
peckers, flickers all returned.

Summer came. Wildflowers 
bloomed. Ducks and mergansers 
paraded their families in the water 
along the shore. Ospreys soared 
overhead. Turtles and frogs be-
came exciting visitors. Swimming 
in a clear blue lake became a daily 
form of exercise. Snorkeling, I saw 
the underwater life of the lake.

Then came fall. It was spectacular! 
Bright sunlight shining through 
trees turned them to brilliant 
gold. Vibrant reds and oranges 
intermingled with green. It was an 
assault on the senses. 

Winter, ah yes, winter. This week I walked upon 
our frozen lake. It was blanketed with snow. From 
a clear blue sky, the sun shone gently on my face 
and made the snow sparkle and glisten. 

Soon I hope that I can add people to my list 
of sightings, but I will remember these wonders 
of nature that have always been there. Maybe I 
noticed them more because I had time—time to 
stop and smell the roses. c

Moments of Lift
by Barbara Carey

If my memory serves me...
by a Swan Lake Resident

Days governed by COVID rules and restric-
tions can be long, frequently boring, and 
often incredibly similar, one to another.

Occasion to inform gatehouse security 
regarding potential visitors’ arrivals had been 
a rare occurrence for me, of late. Therefore, 
when a friend called to inquire if she could 
deliver a bag of books to my doorstep, I 
eagerly dialed the gate. 

I was surprised to hear, offering the 
customary friendly salutation, the voice of 
our head security guard.

“Hello, Elaine,” I greeted her. “You don’t 
work here on weekends do you?”

Happenings... “Not usually,” she responded. “But today is 
Friday.”

There was prolonged silence as I scanned 
my memory bank. Had I not taken out the 
garbage yesterday? Had I not watched a 
Friday night television show last evening?

Then I heard Elaine’s chuckle. “Made you 
think, didn’t I?”

We need more people like Elaine Gooderham 
in this world to make us laugh when there is 
often little to laugh about! c
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The African Queen is a film 
masterpiece produced in 1951 
and adapted from a novel of 
the same name, written in 
1935. Much of the movie was 
set and produced deep in the 
jungles of Africa. Katherine 
Hepburn plays a prim, pedan-
tic missionary and Humphrey 
Bogart plays a salty, heavy 
drinking skipper of a rickety 

supply ship called The African Queen.
At the time the movie was produced, Bogart 

was 51 years of age and Hepburn was 44. The 
onscreen chemistry between them is delight-
ful, as they portray a couple of quirky middle-
aged adventurers, lost in the Congo but by no 
means beaten. The ants, the flies, the leeches 
and the heat during the filming were horrific. 
Bogart said at one point that the only way he 
survived the experience was by drinking whis-
key instead of water. The African Queen sank 
at least twice during the filming and had to be 
hauled back up to the surface.

If you are searching for great entertainment 
in the way of thrills and adventure, coloured by 
a marvelous mixture of humour and compas-
sion, this movie is for you. The African Queen 
holds its own, even after many years’ worth of 
adventure movies.

Hope to see you at the movies in The Swan 
Club soon. c 

MOVIE FAVOURITE
by Vida Bridgeman

The African Queen Most of my resolutions have been related to 
weight loss or exercise. However, one of 

them deviated from that pattern.
My husband’s grandmother was a “crusty” indi-

vidual, prone to negativity and disparagement. She 
lived alone–her home a four-hours’ drive distant. 

I resolved to find some way to elicit, after sev-
eral years of trying, a sign of approval from her. 
Previous overtures had always fallen short of the 
mark. A plan involved the initiation of weekly 
“friendly” phone calls.

Her reaction to this approach morphed, over 
the weeks, from the initial “Why are you calling 
me?” to “I never have anything new to say,” then 
to “I don’t suppose you much care to take time 
out of your busy schedule to talk to me.”

Gradually, very gradually, during our exchanges, 
Grandma began to divulge facts about herself. 
I learned that, as a small child, she had been 
badly scalded by an overturned pot of boiling 
water (the reason, she explained, that every-
thing got on her nerves); that she had never 
recovered from losing her firstborn toddler 
son to diphtheria; that her favourite thing to 
watch on tv was wrestling; that, of all the actors 
on The Young and The Restless, she liked the 
scoundrel, Victor, best.

I found that I was actually anticipating my 
“duty” calls. Their original purpose had been 
forgotten. It came to mind only when, at the end 
of many conversations, Grandma said, “Good-bye 
for now. Thanks for these times on the phone. I 
appreciate them.” 

Some resolutions are very rewarding. c

A Rewarding Resolution
by Linda Atkinson

Remembering
Douglas Baird, 7 Pinehurst Club Way
Alex Bell, 1 Emily Glen Way
Salvatore (Sam) Scala, 
    10 Augusta Drive Way
Louise Tye, 24 Louisbourg Way

Thank you to all the people in Swan Lake 
who expressed so much sympathy and love 
in the recent passing of Alex.
 
Jean Bell and Family
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WELCOME to four new advertisers 
and one advertiser returning to 
Lakeview in 2021!

THE HOMESOURCE offers custom 
fine furniture and accessories, 
and interior decorating advice.  
We welcome The HomeSource 
back to Lakeview. With more 

time at home, maybe it’s time to change your décor.

UNIQUE SHUTTERS provides quality custom win-
dow and shutter treatments to compliment your 
space. They offer a broad selection, excellent 
prices and great customer service. 

LOGIK ROOFING & INSULATION insulated ten 
attics in Swan Lake Village in the fall of 2020. 
Logik can make your home more energy-efficient, 
reducing heating and AC bills. 

GREENSBOROUGH DENTAL, steps from our 
village back gate, can meet all of your dental 
needs. The highly skilled, professional dental team 
looks forward to welcoming more Swan Lakers. 

PSWs, J. WALKES and C. MADRIAGA, each have 
over 10 years experience working with seniors, 
specializing in work with dementia, Alzheimer’s 
and Parkinson’s clients. 

THANK YOU to the many advertisers who are 
continuing with Lakeview in 2021! Be sure to 
look at the new details in the Lakeview ads. For 
instance, Parker Real Estate recently changed to 
Walker Parker Real Estate, adding Cathy Walker 
to their team. 

Because I am new to Markham, I asked Swan 
Lakers for advice regarding local businesses.  
The answer I most often received was to look in 
Lakeview. Consequently, almost all of the services, 
stores, and restaurants I’ve used since moving 
here are Lakeview advertisers. 

Lakeview’s 2020 survey provided informative 
feedback regarding the advertising section: 
•   95.7% refer to the advertising section frequently 

or occasionally.
•   87.6% have purchased or used the services of 

our advertisers.
•  “Love it. We use the advertisers.”
•   “Always scan the advertising – and use prod-

ucts and services offered.”
•   “I try to use the services advertised … and tell 

them I saw the ad in Lakeview.”
•   “I have used several vendors from the maga-

zine…very pleased with their services. It gives 
me security to know that people I know have 
used and trusted them. Much better than pick-
ing an unknown company off the web.”

•   “Advertising section important, always happy 
to see new advertisers and discounts.”

•   “Truly the most valuable section to me…have 
found some great services & suppliers.”

SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS: Several of our 
advertisers have been with Lakeview for over 20 
years. Many advertisers commented on the ongoing 
support that they receive from Swan Lake residents. 

During this difficult time, more than ever, we 
encourage Swan Lake residents to support our 
advertisers by using their products and services. 
And, when you do, be sure to tell them that you 
saw their ad in Lakeview.

Advertising News
by Patricia Jones

ADVERTISING CONTACT INFORMATION
New advertisers, set-up, changes, queries, leads and satisfied 
customer information, please contact:
Patricia Jones – ptjones@rogers.com – 416-994-6962

Treasurer:  Pat Gill – lakeviewmagazine9@gmail.com – 647-400-8687 
Finance, invoicing, payment
Payments: Via Interac - Payee: lakeviewmagazine9@gmail.com OR 
send a cheque payable to Lakeview Magazine, PO Box 28, 
22 Celebrity Greens Way, Markham, ON  L6E 1B5

Magazine Production:  Nancy Susko, Key Cursor Inc. 
nancy@keycursor.com – 416-856-5623

Annual Advertising Rates
for 5 issues

Size of Ad Black & White Colour

Inside Back Cover (7.75”w x 10”h)  $3,500

Full Page (7.75”w x 10”h) $1,500 $2,850

1/2 Page (7.75”w x 4.875”h) $1,080 $1,650

1/4 Page  (3.625”w x 4.875”h) $610 $900

Business Card (3.625”w x 2.25”h) $400 $600



Our Neighbours
ociable, spirited, sensitive, smiling
      A few of the features that make them beguiling.

arm and well-spoken, witty and wise
      Folks with hearts of a very big size.

miable, ageless, adaptable, active
      Assuredly traits that deem them attractive.

urturing, neighbourly, notably neat
      These are the people one likes to greet.

ight-hearted, with lots of laughter and levity,
      Relating tales—not always with brevity.

dventurous, ageless, quite self-assured,
      Despite every trial they may have endured.

indred spirits are they, sometimes kooky, yet kind
      Just a few characteristics coming to mind.

mpathetic, enlightened, at times enterprising
      The folks at Swan Lake are . . . Delightful! Surprising!
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